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From the Head End 

Welcome to the October Edition of Ditchlight. 

You will have heard by now that the Colchester Exhibition has had to be 
cancelled due to a lack of volunteers to steward the show. I am sure we are 
all very disappointed at this news. It’s particularly disappointing for the N 
Gaugers as this would have been the first opportunity to show the N Gauge 
Layout to the public. But onwards and upwards to the Spring Meet at Feer-
ing, where we can show our endeavours to our NMRA colleagues. Providing 
we have sufficient volunteers it may be possible to operate more than a 
roundy roundy as we will be exhibiting to a more knowledgeable audience. 

In the light of Martin’s imminent move to Brighton and as the pressure of 
exhibiting at Colchester was off we took the opportunity of reviewing the 
Asset List at the last Virtual Meet. A number of redundant items were identi-
fied and these will be sold or scrapped as appropriate. Due to the efforts of 
Paul H there is a good chance that more storage space will be made availa-
ble at St Osyth, so with luck we will be able to find a home for most of the 
items still at StorageMart  plus Several mem-
bers volunteering to store those items that can-
not be stored at St Osyth 

Martin’s move also means that we will need a 
new Webmaster for our website. We also need 
a Publicity officer. If you think you could do ei-
ther of these roles, please let myself or Dean 
know. Now we have a new venue and the forth-
coming Regional Meet, both roles are important 
to the future development of the Club. 

Progress on my Reverse Loop has been slow 
this month due to other commitments, but I 

have cured a few derailing and electrical problems on the Reverse Loop, and 
hope to test it with my module before bringing it along to the November 
Meet for more rigorous testing. I have also done some maintenance work 
on Frating Pulp in order to hopefully reduce shorts and derailments. 

At the time of writing The Region Convention at Derby is only two weeks 
away. This will be the first major event in nearly two years and is the Re-
gion’s delayed seventy fifth anniversary. I hope to see some of you there. 

Finally below is a picture showing progress on the Reverse Loop Module 

 

David 
10 October 2021 
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october 2021 THAMESIDERS NEWS 

GROUP MEETS          

NEXT THREE MEETS 

SATURDAY 13 NOVEMBER 2021 

The next Thamesiders REAL meet will again be at the St Osyth Village Hall. This will be sub-
ject to any restrictions the hall owners placed upon us for the event. Any changes over last 
time will be circulated before the day. See page 30 for directions. Meeting from 9.00am 

SATURDAY 27 NOVEMBER 2021 

A regular monthly virtual meet at 10.00 am in segments on Zoom. Details will follow from 
David Ammon for log-in and from Dean Halls for the agenda. 

SATURDAY 4 DECEMBER 2021 

Christmas Social and AGM at the Old School Room, Shalford Road, Raine CM77 6BS - direc-
tions on page 30X. Details of timings and agenda for AGM will follow in good time. Please 
bring along model items you no longer need for a good old swap around, the ultimate in 
recycling! 

DATES FOR 2021 

As a general trend all meetings will be on the 2nd and 4th Satur-
day of each month so as not to clash with Region’s “Brew & Nat-
ter” sessions on the 1st and 3rd Saturdays. Dean Halls circulated 
the complete list in his e-mail dated 15 June 2021.  

Date  Physical/Virtual?  Venue 

9/10/21 Virtual 
30/10/21 Set-up (PM)   Colchester Club Show 
31/10/21 Layout Running  Colchester Club Show  CANCELLED 
13/11/21 Physical   St Osyth 
27/11/21 Virtual 
4/12/21 Christmas Social & AGM Raine 

Meets in 2022 will be Virtual on 2nd Saturdays and at St Osyth on the 4th Saturdays, except 
April  - date to be confirmed. 

  

  

  

Views of Essex Belt Lines at the Ally Pally 2013 
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Attendance (by Zoom Link): 10:00-12:30 

David Ammon, Paul Evans, Paul Harmon, Paul Purnell, Patrick Grace, Tom Fisher, 
Mike Arnold, Rai Fenton, 

Apologies: Dean Halls, Ian Watton, 

Item 1.  Minutes of last Meeting 

Having received no comments on the Aug 2021 meeting Minutes these were agreed 
as a true record. 

Item 2.  Work to List (HO) 

Action: Business case for Laxton Upgrade to be established PH/PP – Now on hold 
until a new home is established. 

Action: Provision of a 4A 12Vdc Power pack for the Ethanol Module was in hand 
(PH). The proposed passing loop should be 82mm from edge (see email following 
this meet from Mike A) PP to undertake work. 

Item 3. N Scale Layout 

The N Scale Layout proposed for showing at Colchester was erected and again oper-
ated at St Osyth Village Hall on the 26th June. DA showed some photos clearly show-
ing the space available. 

An email regarding some suggestions for “resilience” has been issued by PH (as 
asked to by others attending) with DH responding with drawings reflecting the lay-
out at St Osyth and the proposed changes. 

A discussion paper was also issued with a view to be discussed at the meeting how-
ever DH suggested that this be reviewed after the next Meet. Any emailed com-
ments on the “paper” would be welcomed in the meantime. DH advised that he had 
“split the Throttle Bus” by adding the Splitter box onto IFY Board 2. 

Action: DA and PE to bring automated return loops to next meet for testing 

Item 4. Arrivals / Leavers 

As an AOB item MG unfortunately advised it was very likely that he would be morn-
ing home within the next 6 months and if so, it would be down to the South Coast. 

This would mean that the storage facility that currently houses the Group Asset at 
Colchester would be closed and that MG would also leave the group. All expressed 
the view that MG would be sorely missed. MG’s move getting closer. 

Neal Kamper, a new proposed member attended the Virtual Meet on Sat 28th Au-
gust, Welcome. 

Item 5. Documentation 

Not discussed. 

Item 6. Asset / Equipment Maintenance 

All asset is stored as identified in the current Asset List. A monthly payment is being 
made to MG from Group funds. MG is the only key holder. 

PP advised that there remained a potential for an update to the Laxton Module at 
some point in the future. 

DH advised that he didn’t want to undertake further update works at this time on 
the Industrial Yard Module as the build was meant to be a club effort. Funds will 
however be needed to enhance the operation and complete the build at some point 
in the future. 

Following MG’s notice to leave it is now most essential that we review the Asset and 
the storage of it. It was recognised that the Asset list must now again be critically 
reviewed with items identified that are deemed essential, those that could be sold 
and those items that could be passed on or scrapped. 

CC offered to store the Bridge Curves once “Not Benson” had happened (31/7/21). 

DA offered to house one of the 4’ Shelf Units. 

PP said that he could probably offload some of the shelving to a Community Project. 

PP & DA to liaise on the removal of the shelving. 

Action: All to review the Asset List and comment accordingly. 
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Item 7. Thamesiders New Site and Storage 

Previously it was concluded that: 

• Any new home needs to have suitable Planning Consent for our modelling 
activities 

• The Group would now not meet up physically before April 2021 

• If we did meet up (and we did not have a permanent home) then it would be 
based around the N Scale layout 

• The HO layout will likely only venture out of storage once we have a perma-
nent home or suitable storage at or close to the “play site”. 

New storage facilities are urgently needed close to St Osyth otherwise we will need 
to ship all the stored items to and from MG’s Lock-up for each meet using a hired in 
(free or otherwise) tail-lift vehicle. MG agreed that the £48 payment for storage was 
sufficient until such time as it needs to be cleared (probably 6 months). 

DH also vented that he wanted his garage space back!! 

The proposed storage space allocated to us is under the stage area and approx 
4’(W) x 20” (H) x 20’(L) and should be clear of its contents by the next Meet. An ad-
joining same size space might be available if the Church no longer needs it. A means 
of access and egress needs to be devised (timber sledges etc) to make full use of this 
space. The under stage allocated space was cleared out with contents placed at the 
back of the stage. PP has built and installed a track and trolley system for the space. 
The extra space is definitely needed still awaiting approval from Village Hall com-
mittee. 

MA raised the recent move by one of the other NMRA(BR) groups joining forces 
with the Warley MRG and wondered if we could do the same but locally. It was 
thought that most if not all local groups that people are aware of don’t have the 
space to take us on (even if they wanted too) . 

Members felt that this was a last resort, and we would not actively pursue it at this 
time, unless a specific proposal came forward. Item closed. 

Action: Awaiting removal of Church group contents for second space – 6 weeks 

Action: Everyone to continue to seek potential new premises and let David or Dean 
know. 

Item 8. Thamesiders Website and Publicity 

MG provided an update on the new group website. He had set up the basis of the 
format and had been transferring content from the old site to the new site. 

There was now a need to determine those items that need to stay, be re-written or 
replaced with new content. MG asked members to provide any content they wished 
to see included. 

It was agreed that the new site would not be linked to Facebook. 

MG advised that the web site is now ready for viewing having stabilised the page 
format. There remains the need to transfer the correct website title over to the new 
site and update the contents as appropriate. MG has emailed a link to members to 
review. 

The site is now visible by the “public” via a google search. MG suggested that both 
HO and N scale module descriptions need to be updated with a view that an Archive 
is established to hold out of date material. 

It is now up to the members to provide and where practical update the new site 
with content. 

N Scale content is now updated with pictures to come. 

Whilst not discussed it would seem prudent to find a member to take over from MG 
as Website Manager when he leaves (unless he is willing to look after it remotely!!). 

There was some discussion around contact and MG said he would investigate Group 
email contacting. 

AA has tendered his resignation as Publicity Manager for the group due to private 
workload issues. The Chairman thanked Andy for his time in the role. 

Action: New Publicity Manager required 

Action: New Website Manager needed (possibly). 
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Item 9. Financial Matters 

PE advised that he would prefer that the Account maintain a minimum £1000 bal-
ance and that we could therefore continue for the time being to pay MG for the hire 
costs for Asset storage from current funds without any need to pay any more in 
through membership fees. 

A short discussion was held regarding Membership Fees now that we are physically 
meeting again. PE advised that he felt that there were sufficient funds currently 
available to wait until the AGM before starting anew. AS suggested that we pay £20 
as we are half way through the year. No decision was made however Bank Account 
details where requested to be issued to members. 

Post Meet, with the issue of the Account details and the account standing value a 
number of members acted individually to make electronic payments to the account. 

At the point of issuing these Minutes I can advise that all Members have individually 
advised that they are happy to make a £20 payment now (and most have actually 
done so). 

PG advised that he was still receiving Bank Statements. 

Action: DA still to process online access to account. 

Item 10. Planned Meet Dates 

Further to the groups previous decision it was further agreed that we would now 
Virtually Meet on the 2nd Sat and Physically Meet on 4th Sat in every Month. 

The members also wanted to physically meet for this year’s AGM and a Xmas meal. 
CC offered to seek delivering the meal at Rayne Memorial Hall on Sat 4th December 
2021. 

PH has now arranged all the Physical Meet dates (at St Osyth) which unfortunately 
do not fall as proposed however these are now agreed, together with the Virtual 
dates unless other events force us to review and change. 

DH has issued finalised Diary Dates for both 2021 and 2022 with St Osyth Hall 
booked to match. 

 

Item 11. Exhibitions 

NMRA(BR) Convention Oct 22-24th 2021: 

At present it is thought that the NMRA(BR) Convention in Oct (22-24th) 2021 in Der-
by will go ahead however Thamesiders would not be looking to take either HO or N 
Scale layouts to it. 

Colchester Oct 31st 2021: 

PE advised the group that the venue for the Colchester MRC Exhibition on Sunday 
31st October 2021 has agreed to the show and therefore we agreed tentatively that 
Thamesiders would attend with both HO and N Scale layouts. The HO group would 
look to take a 5 x 1 with the N Scale layout to be as the St Osyth 29th Meet setup. PE 
stated that at present the Thamesiders are attending as simply operators. 

The HO layout would be that which was taken to Bishops Stortford with the addition 
of the two DAN Boards to make the 5 x 1. – This may change following setup 
planned for June physical meet. The Ethanol Module is now part of the mix. 

The N scale Layout will be L shaped with operation from the back. 

Access to the Exhibition Hall will be available on the afternoon of Sat 30th Oct for 
setup. PE has a meeting booked with the school next week. 

HO write up needed by PE – PP to provide. 

NMRA(BR) Spring Meet 22nd May 2022: 

The group agreed that they would like to hold a Spring Meet at Feering Community 
Centre on behalf of the NMRA(BR) on Sunday 22nd May 2022. We would look to also 
book the hall at Feering for the Sat Evening to allow set up. 

Sat night costs are £25 per hour with the overall facility available for circa £250. The 
Sunday element would have open doors at 10:00am until 16:00pm. The event will 
be open to all with a differential payment basis based on Members and Non-
Members. PE to write to the BOD to confirm agreement etc. 

PE ran through the list of Suppliers that have been approached and agreed to attend 
along with other NMRA(BR) Member layouts. We have paid a £50 Deposit on the 
Hall Hire at Feering following agreement with the NMRA(BR) BOD. 
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DH asked that we put out a preliminary notice that we are holding the Spring Meet 
essentially to stop others wasting their time planning another Meet. DH also asked 
whether the BOD wanted a room at the venue. 

A short discussion on “feeding the attendees” needs to be further discussed. 

AA asked if the group would consider attending the 2022 Crewe NMRA(BR) Conven-
tion where there was a perceived intent to create a large HO Modular layout. MA 
advised that it was likely that any “expenses” would be minimised if we did attend 
(either singularly or as a group). 

It was also likely that if the Derby 2021 event didn’t go ahead then the Crewe 2022 
would have to make way for a revised Derby 2022. 

AOB * PH stated that there was a need to come up with a Set Up Plan for the HO 
layout as it was noted that he seemed to be the only one with complete knowledge 
of how to do it.      

Presentations of all types and sizes would be welcomed for the forthcoming Virtual 
Meets. Please contact either DA or DH with details. 

DA gave a short update on his Arduino Speedometer Project detailing the changes 
he made to make it fully portable. 

Meeting minutes by David Ammon (Chairman). 

Issue 2:   1/10/2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THAMESIDERS MEETING 9TH OCTOBER 2021 

Attendance (by Zoom Link): 10:00-12:10 

David Ammon, Dean Halls, Paul Evans, Paul Harmon, Paul Purnell, Patrick Grace, 
Tom Fisher, Mike Arnold, Neal Kamper, Ian Watton, Chris Coombes (1st part), Rai 
Fenton, Andy Ambrose, Alan Sewell, Martin Gibson. 

Apologies:  

Item 1.  Minutes of last Meeting 

Having received no comments on the Sept 2021 meeting Minutes issued, these were 
agreed as a true record. 

Item 2. Work to List (HO) 

Action: Business case for Laxton Upgrade to be established PH/PP – Now on hold 
until a new home is established. 

Action: Provision of a 4A 12Vdc Power pack for the Ethanol Module was in hand (PH) 
– Item Closed Now purchased.  

Action: The proposed passing loop should be 82mm from edge (see email following 
this meet from Mike A) PP to undertake work. Item Closed Now Completed 

Item 3. N Scale Layout 

The N Scale Layout proposed for showing at Colchester was erected and again oper-
ated at St Osyth Village Hall on the 26th June. DA showed some photos clearly show-
ing the space available. 

An email regarding some suggestions for “resilience” has been issued by PH (as 
asked to by others attending) with DH responding with drawings reflecting the lay-
out at St Osyth and the proposed changes. 

A discussion paper was also issued with a view to be discussed at the meeting how-
ever DH suggested that this be reviewed after the next Meet. Any emailed com-
ments on the “paper” would be welcomed in the meantime. DH advised that he had 
“split the Throttle Bus” by adding the Splitter box onto IFY Board 2. 
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DH advised that he had installed the new 5 turnout arrangement on IFY Board 1 as 
agreed previously for which payment will now be sought. All agreed that it was ok 
for PE and DH to sign off.  

Action: DH to provide expenditure breakdown for PE/DH to Authorise. 

Action: DA to bring automated return loop to Nov meet for testing. 

Item 4. Arrivals / Leavers 

No change 

Item 5. Documentation 

See revised Asset List attached and discussion below. 

Item 6. Asset / Equipment Maintenance 

All asset is stored as identified in the current Asset List. A monthly payment is being 
made to MG from Group funds. MG is the only key holder. 

PP advised that there remained a potential for an update to the Laxton Module at 
some point in the future. 

Following MG’s notice to leave it is now most essential that we review the Asset and 
the storage of it. It was recognised that the Asset list must now again be critically 
reviewed with items identified that are deemed essential, those that could be sold 
and those items that could be passed on or scrapped. 

The group members present went through the whole of the Asset List to assign any 
change in ownership, those items that are to be stored at St Osyth and those that 
will be sold or scrapped. 

CC offered to store the Bridge Curves once “Not Benson” had happened (31/7/21). 
Closed as acceptable to Members. CC to advise on pickup from Colchester 

DA offered to house one of the 4’ Shelf Units. Closed: DA and PP to organise split of 
shelving between themselves. 

Action: All to review the Asset List and comment accordingly. Closed – New Asset list 
discussed and Issued with these minutes. All errors to be advised to DH for update 
and further re-issue. 

Item 7. Thamesiders New Site and Storage 

Previously it was concluded that: 

• Any new home needs to have suitable Planning Consent for our modelling 
activities 

• The Group would now not meet up physically before April 2021 

• If we did meet up (and we did not have a permanent home) then it would be 
based around the N Scale layout 

• The HO layout will likely only venture out of storage once we have a perma-
nent home or suitable storage at or close to the “play site”. 

At the time of writing, we have now had a number of Physical Meets at St Osyth 
Community Hall and although under semi Covid restrictions these have proved to be 
successful in that the space allows for both HO and N scale setups, is well lit (and 
now better with LED lighting), is clean and warm and safe. It is also reasonably cost 
effective (£38 per hire including site storage). 

We continue to make payment to MG for use of his storage space in Colchester and 
to shuttle some HO assets by vehicle (privately provided by PH) to and from. We are 
also currently using one of the under-stage spaces at St Osyth with negotiations on-
going and led by PH to secure a second similar space. 

PP has built and installed a track and trolley system for the space. N Scale layout legs 
are currently stored at the back of the stage with some HO legs / boxes stored in the 
2nd under-stage space.   

The local Historical Society has agreed that their Visual Aid stands currently housed 
in the 2nd space are not needed so hopefully we should be able to look to use this 
space fully at and from the November Meet. A similar arrangement of trollies built 
for the first space (by PP) will likely be needed for the second space. 

With Hall dates booked for 2022 it feels that we now have a new “home” for the 
groups physical Meet needs. 

Action: PH to confirm agreement to use of the second space when known. 
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Action: Everyone to continue to seek other potential premises and let David or Dean 
know. 

Item 8. Thamesiders Website and Publicity 

The site is now visible by the “public” via a google search. MG suggested that both 
HO and N scale module descriptions need to be updated with a view that an Archive 
is established to hold out of date material. 

It is now up to the members to provide and where practical update the new site 
with content. 

MG has expressed a wish that someone is found to takeover the management of the 
website which he feels that by using WordPress it should be reasonably easy for 
someone to do.  

AA has resigned as Publicity Manager for the group due to private workload issues. 
The Chairman thanked Andy for his time in the role. 

Action: New Publicity Manager required 

Action: New Website Manager required. 

Item 9. Financial Matters 

PE advised that he would prefer that the Account maintain a minimum £1000 bal-
ance and that we could therefore continue for the time being to pay MG for the hire 
costs for Asset storage from current funds without any need to pay any more in 
through membership fees. 

A short discussion was held regarding Membership Fees now that we are physically 
meeting again. PE advised that he felt that there were sufficient funds currently 
available to wait until the AGM before starting anew. AS suggested that we pay £20 
as we are half way through the year. No decision was made however Bank Account 
details where requested to be issued to members. 

Post Meet, with the issue of the Account details and the account standing value a 
number of members acted individually to make electronic payments to the account. 

At the point of issuing these Minutes I can advise that all Members have individually 
advised that they are happy to make a £20 payment now (and most have actually 
done so). 

PG advised that he was still receiving Bank Statements. 

Action: DA still to process online access to account. 

Item 10. Planned Meet Dates 

Further to the groups previous decision it was further agreed that we would now 
Virtually Meet on the 2nd Sat and Physically Meet on 4th Sat in every Month. 

The members also wanted to physically meet for this year’s AGM and a Xmas meal. 
CC offered to seek delivering the meal at Rayne Memorial Hall on Sat 4th December 
2021. 

DH has issued finalised Diary Dates for both 2021 and 2022 with St Osyth Hall 
booked to match. 

We had been asked by the local WI (via the Hall Committee) if we could relinquish 
our April 2022 Saturday Physical Meet date (23/04/22) and move it to the Sunday as 
they were struggling to find a suitable venue/date for their pantomime. 

Group members agreed to let the WI have the Saturday date but as yet have not 
agreed a replacement date. Post Meeting PH has emailed to offer three alternative 
dates: 

Sunday 24th April, Saturday 7th May and Sat 14th May. 

Action: Members to advise PH their choice.    

Item 11. Exhibitions 

NMRA(BR) Convention Oct 22-24th 2021: 

At present it is thought that the NMRA(BR) Convention in Oct (22-24th) 2021 in Der-
by will go ahead however Thamesiders would not be looking to take either HO or N 
Scale layouts to it. 

Colchester Oct 31st 2021: 
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Unfortunately due to the lack of volunteers from the Colchester MRC the planned 
Exhibition has now been cancelled. 

NMRA(BR) Spring Meet 22nd May 2022: 

The group agreed that they would like to hold a Spring Meet at Feering Community 
Centre on behalf of the NMRA(BR) on Sunday 22nd May 2022. We would look to also 
book the hall at Feering for the Sat Evening to allow set up. 

PE ran through the list of Suppliers that have been approached and agreed to attend 
along with other NMRA(BR) Member layouts. We have paid a £50 Deposit on the 
Hall Hire at Feering following agreement with the NMRA(BR) BOD. 

PE has asked for group members to confirm their intentions to attend noting that 
any number of issues may occur between now and the proposed date. 

MA advised that Insurance to cover cancellation should be put in place through the 
NMRA(BR) BOD to help mitigate this potential. It was also stated that PE might like 
to delegate some of the tasks to help ease the “burdon” of delivery. 

A potential Roster for all necessary activities would help identify the numbers of 
helpers needed for the day.  

NMRA(BR) Convention 2022: 

AA asked if the group would consider attending the 2022 Crewe NMRA(BR) Conven-
tion where there was a perceived intent to create a large HO Modular layout. MA 
advised that it was likely that any “expenses” would be minimised if we did attend 
(either singularly or as a group). 

It was also likely that if the Derby 2021 event didn’t go ahead then the Crewe 2022 
would have to make way for a revised Derby 2022. 

AOB 

* PH stated that there was a need to come up with a Set Up Plan for the HO layout 
as it was noted that he seemed to be the only one with complete knowledge of how 
to do it.     Any Volunteers?? 

Presentations of all types and sizes would be welcomed for the forthcoming Virtual 
Meets. Please contact either DA or DH with details. 

Meeting minutes by Dean Halls (Secretary). 

Issue 1:  11/10/2021 
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MINUTES OF THAMESIDERS MEETING - 9TH OCTOBER (Continued) 

COMING SOON………. 

Behind the Fence from Alan Sewell 

Mike has done a really good job for us all in documenting freight cars in his 
“Freightcarology” series. I think without exception these have all been those to 
be seen in interchange service.  

However not all freight cars venture out onto the North American railroad sys-
tem. Many are confined to operations behind the fence of an industry or con-
fined to its tracks and may just be glimpsed by the railfan/modeller 

I have been fortunate to get behind the fence on a few occasions and document 
some of the cars operated which do not make it outside and into interchange 
service. I have also collected photos of these and was lucky to have the late John 
Henderson, John Cumming and Joe Hereford send me photos as well. If we have 
any rail served industries on our layouts which are more than just a spur or two, 
then a few or more of these captive cars can be incorporated. These can be of a 
type banned from interchange service or in  a condition which would have them 
banned and maybe an excuse to use some of those arch bar trucks we all seem to 
have or to have a reason for friction bearing trucks in the twenty-first century. 
They could also be the basis of scratch building or lit bashing that might satisfy an 
award. 

See the December issue for Part 1 

 

 

Photo: Weyerhaeuser 6000 gall wa-
ter tank car in fire suppression duties 
on the Longview branch in 1989. 
Looks a little like the MDC/
Roundhouse car  
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REGION & INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

REGION EVENTS                 INTERNATIONAL EVENTS 
 

october 2021 

  BRITISH REGION CONVENTION  2021 - GRAND JUNCTION 

The Black Diamonds Group will be running  next year’s convention (the “75th + 1”) at the 
former LMS Railway School of Transport in Derby, now known as the Derby Conference Cen-
tre - the 75th Anniversary event postponed 12 months. It will be held on Friday through Sun-
day 22-24 October  2021.  It is a venue we should all know well now since it has been used 
several times over the last few years.  This will be British Region’s 75th Anniversary +1! We 
are the second oldest Region in the NMRA. 

They already have a good selection of traders lined up together with some layouts having 
carried over the planning for 2020 into 2021. If anyone would like to bring a layout, especial-
ly if it hasn't been seen often in the Midlands, please contact Steve Dennison, steveden-
nison46@yahoo.com, 07834 718651. 

Full details will be in an upcoming Roundhouse along with a Convention Booking Form. 
Watch this space and the website, https://www.black-diamonds.org.uk/convention/ , for 
more details as they are arranged. Booking form will be published later this year. 

Layouts will include: N scale modular, HO Free-Mo, HOn3 modular and On30 modular. The 
hosts are looking for a large HO layout. 

Provisional list of traders (based on those booked for 2020) 

• Mech Models;  

• Linda Tinker Books;  

• Sunningwell Command Control ;  

• Anoraks Anonymous ;  

• Neal's N Gauging Trains;  

• Model Tree Shop ;  

• N Scale American Trains ;  

• Peter Harris - N Scale Kits;  

• N Scale Laser;  

• Anglo-American Model Railways;  

• Jens-Uwe Jahn  (3D printed vehicles) 
  

All registrants should have received and paid the final invoice by 15 September. This also 
included any menu selections. Receipt of this  confirms it is going ahead as planned. 

 

UPCOMING NATIONAL CONVENTIONS 

The 2020 St Louis Convention was cancelled but the team have put in a bid to replace Bir-
mingham 2022 which was cancelled due to non-availability of venues due to the Common-
wealth Games moving dates onto ours. Events now scheduled are: 

2022 - St Louis, MO (7-14 August 2022). Registration is now open. See https://
www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724. Watch for selected layouts on 
the tours - see below. 

2023 - Grapevine, TX outside Dallas/Fort Worth (18-27 August 2023) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.black-diamonds.org.uk/convention/
http://www.mech-models.com/
http://www.lindatinkerrailwaybooks.co.uk/
http://www.scc4dcc.co.uk/
http://anoraksanonymous.weebly.com/
http://www.themodeltreeshop.co.uk/
http://www.nscaleamericantrains.co.uk/
http://www.nscalekits.com/
http://nscalelaser.com/
http://anglo-americanmodelrailways.com/
http://www.jahn3d.de/
https://www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724
https://www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?preview&event_id=13724
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october 2021  MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON 

SCRATCH-BUILDING A WAREHOUSE - PART 3 

This is one of the longest builds I’ve undertaken. It started off being an anonymous building 
to fill a space and not much else. What it’s morphed into, is a breeding ground for experi-
mentation of tips and techniques gleamed from the internet and YouTube videos. I have 
learned an awful lot from experimenting and shared snippets from the build on various Face-
book groups; and of course, not forgetting you guys, who have benefitted over the past few 
months from a series of Ditchlight articles. So, on to the final stage of Begbie & Eaton’s Ltd! 

One of the walls faces away from the facia and is well hidden by surrounding buildings. For 
this fact I felt comfortable using it to experiment on. I wanted a clapboard siding effect and 
began by cutting 1mm card into 2.5mm strips. (2.5mm is approximately 8 inches in HO 
Scale). I laid these onto the walls and then decided they looked far too big, to get them to a 
reasonable size I’d have to cut them further and 2.5mm wide was bad enough without the 
cardboard shredding – back to the drawing board! 

I scribed the walls at 2.5mm spacings and this does look a lot better; flat, but a little more in 
scale. I saw online a way of adding nail holes to the clapboard siding to improve the look of 
the model. They used a dress-makers pinwheel. Not having one, I turned to my selection of 
micro tools and found a fine point bradawl. I tried a 20mm (6 scale feet) spacing and thinking 
the gaps were too huge, halved it to every 10mm (3 scale feet). The image below shows the 
effect, on plain cardboard at the top and painted/weathered walls at the bottom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After a round-robin email discussion, I ditched the nail holes effect. It’s hard to see nail holes 
in prototype pictures, so I figured I didn’t need them on my building. Also, it’s one thing less 
to replicate over the other four walls. The next step of experimentation was trying to get the 
walls to resemble wood (instead of grey cardboard). The walls will be a blend of white lower 
panels and red or blue upper panels, added with a sponge. I found from the reverse side of 
the walls, that using a paintbrush leaves brush marks on anything other than white or grey 
paint.  

By a happy accident I achieved the look I was after with minimal effort. While trying to get a 
small amount of burnt umber onto the palette, a blob flew out a fell onto one of the walls; 
you just can’t get paint off cardboard without is instantly soaking in. As I was wiping the ma-
jority off with a paper towel, the effect left on the wall looked quite reasonable. I carried on 
wiping burnt umber onto the rest of the wall, then the remainder of the wall sections. After 
letting them dry, they quite good and are ready for the topcoat to be sponged on.  

Through this build I’ve used various types of tape to section pieces off, either for cutting win-
dows out or painting straight lines. Most of the tapes, when removed, take a thin layer of 
cardboard with them. Not wanting to ruin the brown clapboard walls, I found an old roll of 
masking tape and was presently surprised when I removed it from a test piece, to find no 
cardboard was removed with it.  

So, now we’ll jump forward some distance. I’ve been quite busy and have got on with 
painting the walls (a blue main with a white lower stripe). A few of the boards have been 
lifted (or are completely missing), giving the impression of wear and tear going unchecked. 
There are also a few posters in keeping with the age and purpose of the building. The 
weathering has helped the clapboards to show up; without the lighter paints, the boards 
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON 

SCRATCH-BUILDING A WAREHOUSE - PART 3 (Continued) 

tend to fall into the background. 

You’ll notice that two of the windows 
have slats across them. When I came 
to fit all the windows I’d miss-
counted the required quantity and 
couldn’t face retracing my steps to 
do another set. The timbers are 
made of cardboard strips, painted 
and weathered then glued in place. 
The bottom of the building also has 
plant life and a few rotting boards, to 
add to the impression of age. After 
gluing all the walls together and 
fitting the weathered 1st floor floor-
ing, I turned my attention to the roof.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After much trial and error, fitting and slicing to make it fit I transferred it from plain card-
board to a tar paper roof. There has been some patching going on by the maintenance team; 
repairs to the tar paper in shiny black, contrasting with the aged grey and frayed ends of the 
older roofing material. 

 

 

As the 1st floor has windows both sides you can look straight through, I’ve added an interior. 
There’s a long table with small boxes on it, a couple of cabinets and a tool chest. There is a 
room partition at one end where the stairs would be. I’m in two minds whether to add 
lighting to this floor or not. The roof is easy to remove with a thin blade inserted on one 
edge. Alternatively, there is a space to feed wires through the floor from below and attach to 
the underside of the roof. (Decisions, decisions…) 
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON 

SCRATCH-BUILDING A WAREHOUSE - PART 3 (Continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When fitting the windows I had to decide whether 
to add the surrounds, The comparison below 
shows the effect they would have made; in the 
end I omitted them, the walls looked too cluttered 
and some of them weren’t cut as straight as I 
would have liked. In my view the building looks 
better without the surrounds. But then, after a 
discussion with the AP team (I’m thinking about 
starting my Structures Certificate) I cut them down 
to a scale size and fitted them anyway; painted the 
insides (between the frames and window bars) 
and generally like the look of them 

 
 
 

 
The penultimate step was to add details to the roof. A drinking straw for a chimney and a 
small sloping structure for access to the roof. The sloping structure has wood siding, which 
on one side has suffered fire damage in the past, add a figure surveying the damage and 
that’s another scene completed. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final part was to add some interior details to the first floor, making the business plausi-
ble (with a route for employees to reach this floor (since the original plan to have an exteri-
or staircase has been shelved)). 

I’m pleased with the results and can move on to my next project. 

For photos of the completed structure see overleaf. 
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SCRATCH-BUILDING A WAREHOUSE - PART 3 (Continued) 
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october 2021 MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON 

CLARE’S DINER 

I’ve had in mind an idea to add a diner to my new scene by the malting plant. I have an old 
RDC unit from Athearn lying around, that could easily be bashed into a diner with the addi-
tion of a couple of extra buildings. (The RDC is out of scale and powered by a rubber band 
drive, so not worth trying to update). There are numerous examples of carriages being 
used in the real world and by laser kit scale model companies. (Bar Mills has one called the 
Star Diner, unfortunately it’s from an older era and is out of my price range). I wanted the 
carriage to be static and part of another building. Jason Jensen, (of Jason Jensen Trains (a 
fantastic resource for me from YouTube)) has a kitbashed diner that he detailed, in a step 
by step video. Seeing it inspired me to make use of the vector drawing PC program 
Inkscape, to recreate what I’d seen in Jason’s video. The curved windows and checkboard 
panel beneath looked straightforward to recreate; in fact, they use a few basic shapes. I 
was able to knock something similar up in Inkscape in an evening. Jason had printed out his 
images and glued them to cardboard, meaning I wasn’t trying to reinvent a diner from a 
wood laser-cut kit (which is his go-to material of choice). 

The above images were created using squares, rectangles and circles. The bottom panels have 
smaller squares inside the main ones, which will give 1mm strips of card as a web to overlay 
the window opening.  

 

 

While still figuring out the dimensions I 
turned my attention to the donor RDC. It 
would help to have a stable base for it to sit 
on, which is prototypical for this type of diner. 
To prevent wastage, I assembled the first 
base from a cereal packet (and just as well, 
because I’d overestimated the length re-
quired. 

 

 

 

 

 

It did give me the opportunity to create an emergency escape, for the reverse side, again 
from a cereal packet with scraps from my workbench for stability. 
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MEMBER NEWS - TALES FROM THE CLYMAN SUB-DIVISION by IAN WATTON 

CLARE’S DINER (Continued) 

Once happy, I cut out the correct lengths from 2mm card and glued the base together. With 
it in place by the tracks, future diners are in for a spot of rail-fanning! 

I decided to treat my wife and name the Diner after her (I am in her good books right now!) 
Below are pictures that will go between the windows and the sign. The pictures measure 
11mm x 13mm, so trying to read these on the model will be a struggle for all but the eagle-
eyed amongst us. 

My wife loves to read books. Therefore, the Diner will be the place to go in town, to railfan 
and read the morning away, with a steaming hot mug of coffee. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The first attempt at cutting out the window frames did not go well. The base (with the 
square pattern) ripped in multiple places, it was not the success that I’d seen on YouTube. 
So, now the squares are left attached to the 1mm card and will be coloured individually. A 
thin acetate has been glued behind the window openings, to it will be added a curtain, thus 
providing the patrons with a little privacy while they enjoy their morning coffee. 
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CLARE’S DINER (Continued) 

The first attempt at cutting out the window frames did not go well. The base (with the 
square pattern) ripped in multiple places, it was not the success that I’d seen on YouTube. 
So, now the squares are left attached to the 1mm card and will be coloured individually. A 
thin acetate has been glued behind the window openings, to it will be added a curtain, thus 
providing the patrons with a little privacy while they enjoy their morning coffee. 

As for the walls, I’ve experimented with scribing them to give the effect of tiling, then gave it 
up as looking terrible to the eye. Then getting hold of foil trays and cutting up 2mm strips to 
provide a riveted down sheeting effect. Which again didn’t provide the “look” I was after. 
Sensing I was close this time I persevered with the sheet metal look.  The following picture 
shows the effect of scribing on the reverse at 2mm (8” scale) and 3mm (~12” scale) widths. 
(There is a Krispy Kreme vendor’s van at London Victoria Station, which I used as a reference; 
they have 8” panels, which looks passable in 1:87, without being a strain on eyesight when 
modelling). 

HMRC/BORDER CONTROL RULES ON IM PORTATIONS 

Personal Importations 

The personal allowances for goods being brough back into the UK with you are 
quite generous despite BREXIT (or is it because of it?). It is now £390 for non-
excisable goods - excisable goods are  alcohol, cigarettes, perfumes etc. However, 
and there is a big however, if you go over that limit you will be liable to any cus-
toms duty and VAT on the entire value, and not the excess. You therefore have a 
choice to make before flying home from the USA with loads of goodies: 1) do not 
spend so much; 2) do not go through the red channel; or 3) be prepared for 20% or 
more charge on top. Remember books, magazines and other publications have no 
VAT! As an aside you can bring back up to 4 litres of spirits now! It used to be 1 litre 
from outside the EU but as much as you could carry from the EU….. 

Finally the goods must be for your own use or to give as gifts and not to sell to 
someone else…. 

Postal Importations 

This old chestnut but worth re-iterating as it is the channel most of us use.  

From the start of 2021, any seller outside the UK shipping a consignment by post to 
an individual for his/her own personal use of a value not exceeding £135 is liable 
for the VAT on those goods and must register for VAT in the UK. The registration 
limit, unlike that for UK businesses, is ZERO. So all mail order shippers overseas 
need to consider their position but all consignments over £135 remain the respon-
sibility of the buyer here in the UK - you. It is still the old way for sales over £135; 
you pick up the duty (if any), VAT (if any) and that dreaded Royal Mal “handling 
charge”. 

Many US stores have stopped shipping to UK (and probably EU customers as there 
is a similar rule there from 1 July 2021) whatever the value. Some still ship regard-
less. The good news to us is that for consignments up to £135 will probably get to 
you free of any taxes! It is not your fault that someone else is neglecting their tax 
liabilities! I have had two shipments of Miniprints 3-D printed figures arrive that 
way. Bonus! 
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IMPROVING ACCURAIL FOWLER BOXCARS by PATRICK GRACE 
The Fowler box car was one of the most common stream era box cars, with some 75,000 36’ 
cars built between 1909 and 1923. The main users were the Canadian Pacific (33,000 cars all 
5’ doors) and Canadian National (at least 30,000 cars plus US subsidiaries, of which 11,000 
had 6’ doors the rest were 5’). The cars were in use from 1909 to 1981 and may have sur-
vived longer in company service. 

The Accurail model was introduced in 2017 and I purchased a number from the US just be-
fore lockdown.  

While the model is a good generic model of the car it is not of any specific prototype, the end 
and sides appear to come from different roads, also the Andrews trucks that come with the 
car were not that common and most cars had 5’ doors.  

Having said that it is a very nice model with a reasonably detailed K brake fitted  under 
frame. Here is the model built as intended: 

For a set of basic and simple changes I undertook the following: 

1. Changing the couplings from accumate which I did during construction. 

2. Change the trucks out for arch-bar or cast side frame (Bettendorf) 

3. Add end stirrup steps below the ladders on the ends per-Canadian practice 

4. Add braces below the roof-walks and the brake-steps 

5. Remove the AB brake stencil. 

6. Re-number any cars with duplicate numbers 

7. Weather 

The under-frame only really needs an extra brake rod and piping (though the piping is not 

visible in normal operation so I didn’t bother). 

Here is a car with basic modification fitted with cast frame trucks( completed this before de-
ciding that I needed to add braces top the brake-platform so I need to go back and do this).  
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IMPROVING ACCURAIL FOWLER BOXCARS by PATRICK GRACE (Continued) 
 

A car with arch bar trucks. 

 

 

Further modification, in-
volving filing the roof 
down and adding a 10 
thou plasticard overlay 
along with micro-strip 
“joints” produces a car 
with a modernised roof, 
the photo below shows 
such a car with a new 
wooden four plank roof-
walk (a CN special) under 
conversion.  

 

 

 

 

The first car I converted kept the original roof-walk and had the K brake changed out for 
more modern AB brakes along with a powered parking brake. 

The under-frame as yet unpainted to make photography clearer. 
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IMPROVING ACCURAIL FOWLER BOXCARS by PATRICK GRACE (Continued) 
Other models have been produced by Westerfield as flat resin kits and Life-like Canada. Left 

to right: Life Like, Westerfield and Accurail. 

Further sources of information that I used are: 

RMC – Essential Freight Cars by Ted Cullota No 30 – May 2006 

http://designbuildop.hansmanns.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/
accurail_data_1150series.pdf 

Westerfield Model History Sheets and construction instructions: #4301, 4302, 4305 and 
4202. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A POSTSCRIPT TO PIECE IN “ROUNDHOUSE” ABOUT THE REGION LIBRARY 

Although not mentioned and little used, there is still a magazine library. Model Rail-

roaders have been dispensed with and replaced by the Kalmbach 70 years DVD. Other 

magazines have been retained by Mike Arnold who is willing to look out magazines 

and scan articles needed. A complete list of available titles and issues is now on the 

Region website: https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/region-library-magazines/ 

http://designbuildop.hansmanns.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/accurail_data_1150series.pdf
http://designbuildop.hansmanns.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/accurail_data_1150series.pdf
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/region-library-magazines/
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BOSCARNE JUNCTION, A LAYOUT IN 4mm SCALE OO GAUGE: PART 1 - THE PLANNING 

Why? 

Why do we model any particular railway or railway theme? This is a story in itself. In the last 
issue I gave you a taster of what I was planning. In all honesty I think it has been a very long 
time coming, probably sixty years or more (and I am only 69). It probably started some time 
in the Summer of 1958, with a holiday to Cornwall on the famed Cornish Riviera Express 
from Paddington to Par, to stay with my relatives in St Austell. I cannot recall what power 
was on the front end but I did see steam at Par, a push-pull railmotor coach in maroon at a 
level crossing, probably the Fowey-Lostwithiel  set going into St Blazey shed for a quick ser-
vice - I recall the end of the auto coach so clearly with its circular fixture above the end win-
dows. To seal my interest, for then at least, a foray to Par beach for the day, walking across 
the dunes and the St Blazey-Fowey freight-only branch with a heavy, but empty, china clay 
train returning from Fowey Docks….. 

So china clay was the key - St Austell was and still is the centre of that industry where they 
call it white gold. Add to that a house move to Bournemouth and I was in the heart of South-
ern territory and the beginning of a love affair with everything Southern Region. Throw in 
china clay and Southern and you get the Beattie well tanks and the Wenford Bridge branch. 
Kernow Models then  stirred the pot well with the manufacture of the three Beattie well 
tanks in 4mm. Yes, I had to have them and bought two at the time of release. I subsequently 
bought the third from David Boyle (who designed the models) at the Perth show a few years 
ago. Oh and there is also the Heljan 1366 class pannier tank that took over from the Beattie 
well tanks in 1962….and the Kernow O2 0-4-4 tank that operated the Wadebridge to Bodmin 
North service. 

Holidays in Cornwall in 2014, 2018, 2019 and 2021 sprinkled the magic dust completely. I am 
in love with the place - we are going again next year! 

There is one final ingredient to this rich potion. I want to participate in the Achievement Pro-
gram with the ultimate aim of MMR. 
One category is Civil Engineer, i.e. track-
work. So the planning also involved 
hand-laying the trackwork, in particular 
the turnouts. Fortunately I had a stock 
of C&L Finescale track parts, both flexi-
track bases and turnout kits. I cleared it 
with our AP Chair, Keith Webb, that as 
long as I scratch-built the frogs and the 
turnouts worked in all directions under 
power one turnout and one cross-over 
would qualify as two of the three items 
required. 

So there you have it, why, in sixty-three years of rumination and planning, Boscarne Junction 
is coming back to life. 

Where? 

In order to run as many trains as possible, with as much variety as possible, the search was 
easy. Boscarne Junction, still alive today though not a junction since the Wenford branch is 
now a cycle and walking trail, the Camel Trail, is the obvious choice. Until 1964 steam trains 
powered all the services with the addition of a few diesels. The Southern operated the lines 
from Padstow/Wadebridge east through Boscarne Junction to Bodmin North and Wenford 
Bridge; the Western operated the trains west from Bodmin Road/Bodmin General to 
Wadebridge/Padstow. The china clay traffic was brough down daily from Wenford and 
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BOSCARNE JUNCTION, A LAYOUT IN 4mm SCALE OO GAUGE: PART 1 - THE PLANNING (Continued) 

parked in one siding at Boscarne Junction where it was collected by the Western Region 
freight that took it to Fowey or the Potteries. Empties exchanged for loads. 

Passenger trains were Maunsell 2-car sets plus the occasional Bulleid interloper, on the 
Southern services and the classic B-set on the Western one. A 2-car Stanier set was noted on 
the service on various occasions from 1962. Freight was not just china clay; there were oil 
tankers to Bodmin North plus a lot of coal wagons to both Wenford (to fire the dries) and 
Bodmin North plus meat in insulated containers, box vans, open wagons and flat wagons for 
the stone business out of De Lank Quarry above Wenford Bridge, accessed by a rope incline 
(closed well before my time but….Rule 1). 

A simple four track passing and exchange place, one track in one end from the West and two 
at the other going East, uppermost to Wenford and Bodmin North, lower to Bodmin General. 

RMWeb carried a series of posts on one man’s attempts to build this location credibly and 
this has provided much inspiration. It was exhibited a couple of times in Cornwall before the 
owner emigrated to New Zealand. It was scrapped shortly afterwards to make way for a new 
layout. However I have downloaded a few photos of it from RMWeb. 

How? 

The layout had to fit inside my garage to enable it to be set up, width 17ft 6ins. It also had to 
fit inside my Audi A4 estate car. Thus for speed and lightness of construction, after some 
discussion with those who have bought them, I decided to go for Grainge & Hodder laser cut 
baseboard kits. They make boards 400mm wide which is more than adequate for four tracks 
with some scenery front and rear. They also make traverser boards. The plan is to have 
broadly ten feet of scenic area, so two 900mm by 400mm boards plus one 1200mm by 
400mm, plus two traversers, one either end of 900mm at the West end and one of 1200mm 
at the East end. It should work as there is a slight imbalance of traffic at the Eastern end of 
the line with a need for longer trains. 

I have not ruled out getting a custom-made 900mm by 900mm corner board to take the 
tracks through 90 degrees and then have another 1200mm traverser…… I have yet to buy 
the traverser that end.  

As indicated above there will be six turnouts needed from the C&L Finescale range and a 
certain quantity of plain track, all bullhead of course. It will a challenge but fun. Turnouts will 
be controlled by wire in tube attached to slide switched to change frog polarity. 

I have decided that DCC will be the power of choice, utilising my Digitrax equipment alt-
hough I have been looking for an extra control unit ion case of breakdowns by my 16 year 
old DCS100. Most times it will be one train in operation but there were occasions in the day 
when one train was held while another passed. So it will need two operators. 

Details will be a combination of kit-built signals, scratch built structures and one RTR signal 
box - Kernow/Bachmann again and lots of chins clay dust in the Southern exchange siding 
where the loads are stored pending uplift by the Western. 

When? 

The layout will be set in the period 1955 - 1964 when steam was still king, just. Southern 
coaches were green or crimson (cannot really face getting crimson and cream ones too) and 
the B-sets were maroon. Although Rule 1 will apply to layout in some respects (more on that 
later), it will not when it comes to time period. That is set. 

When will it be finished? Good question. I would like to think it will be well on its way by this 
time next year. There will be progress reports here….. 
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UNION PACIFIC GENERAL ELECTRIC C44-9 #9575 

Former SP #8111 in full 

UP repaint (2/1999) at 

UP’s Yermo Yard, CA in 

September 2000. UP has 

plated over the nose door 

window and retained 

ditchlights above the pilot 

per SP specification. Note 

light weathering after 17 

months back in service. 

Models available: Kato, 

Athearn RTR, Athearn 

Genesis (coming) and 

ScaleTrains (2nd release 

coming). 
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UNION PACIFIC GENERAL ELECTRIC C60AC #7546 

UP C60AC #7546 at Yermo Yard CA in September 2000. Note 

heavy weathering on trucks, a combination of rail dirt, brake 

dust and rust; bodywork clean but all grilles are blackened. 
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PRODUCT REVIEW 

RAPIDO TRAINS SW 1200 by Alan Sewell 

 
october 2021 

After what seemed a long time since they were first announced, I have recently received my 
order of Rapido’s SW1200 model from Model Junction here in the UK . It came as MILW #634 
with their unique exhaust stacks. This was not a problem as it will go through Dan Spalding’s 
Made Scale Models for a new paint job and some modifications to fit it as a logging shortline 
lokey of the early 1960’s.  However I am running it for a while as it is (I am justifying this as a 
loco acquired from the MILW to replace a wrecked motor). I ran it as 0003 for a day or two 
and have now re-addressed it as 1002 the number it will have when conversion is complete. I 

was also pleased to find Rapido had included the normal EMD conical stacks in the box and I 
have fitted those as these are better to my eyes. 

So far the model has not disappointed in any way. It is a really excellent and superior in a 
number of ways to the Walthers/Proto 2000 SW1200’s I have on my layout, and I thought 
these were pretty good. A major upside is that the Rapido model is somewhat heavier and 
seems capable of hauling a longer train of log cars with tank cars or moving cars than the 
Proto2000 version. For that reason it is now handling the mainline woods runs. 

The decoder is one of the ESU Loksound V with Drive-hold (Function F9) which I really like. 
The ability to throttle up when starting a train ( or just moving off  ) and then cutting the pow-
er back while maintaining the same speed makes for interesting operations. Function F3 is a 

wheel/rail squeal which I 
also like and is, I think, 
unique to Rapido. The unit 
also comes with working 
track light and dimmable 
cab lights. 

In operation, with my Lenz 
LH101, the lokey starts to 
move at speed step 1 and 
speeds between 2 and 8 
seems about right of my 
type of operation. The 
sound file (which was rec-
orded from a EMD GMD-1) 
seems very authentic and 
just feels like similar units I 
filmed in 1989/99. The 
sound level is somewhat higher 
than I want, but hopefully Dan can 
adjust these, along with changing 
the horn as I want a Nathan 3-
chime  rather than the single-
chime fitted. This is included in 
the horn options on the decoder 

The Operating manual is written 
in Rapido’s quirky style but there appear to be a few errors in the “Functions: More Infor-
mation” section.  

On Page 13 in F9 is headed Full Throttle while the text refers to pressing F4 (which is Dynamic 
brakes). The Class Lights are referred to as F9 when they are F11.  The paragraoh F11 Cab 
light is repeated on page 14 where it is correctly identified as F16. 

I don’t know if I have just got a rough copy or if this a general issue. However it has not de-
tracted from my enjoyment but others may be affected. 

While this is not a cheap model, and I realise switchers are not everyone’s idea of a “must 
have” locomotive, this is a state of the art model of a very common unit found across North 
America from any time in the mid-1950’s until now. I will probably be looking for at least an-
other to be the basis of a more contemporary version. 
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PRODUCT REVIEW 

SCALE MODEL SCENERY INDUSTRIAL WALL & GATES 

 
october 2021 

Readers might recall tat I did a review of  a telephone mast kit by Scale Model Scenery a cou-
ple of years ago. It was laser-cut from very fine MDF and made up into a very good example 
of a typical telecoms mast for positioning at Rosenberg Yard on my layout. At the time I 
bought that kit I also bought some other kits with a view to using them at some stage. Well 
that time has come. 

I have to say right up front that I am a great fan of their products although they are to  4mm 
scale. Their OO product range can be found here: https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/oo-
scale-9-c.asp  and their N scale here: https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/n-scale-38-c.asp. 
They also do some O gauge products too but OO is by far the largest. Their products range 
from laser-cut MDF and card kits, many with pre-printed paper overlays through to 3-D print-
ed items such as pipes and girders for example. A beautiful example of their creativity and 
imagination is a pack of rubbish in which Tesco carrier bags predominate! 

With some time on my hands and wanting to get Dillon fully prepared for assessment under 
the Achievement Program category for Scenery, I wanted to apply some background details. 
The brick wall and rather nice heavily rusted metal gates will be perfect for the industrial sce-
ne behind the scrap yard. In fact they will be just around the corner beyond the grade cross-
ing. Not exactly Dillon, more Houston but these kits are very alluring….. 

This kit comprises three sheets of pre-printed images of the gates, the wall sections and the 

pillars and capping stones. That is all accompanied by two sheets of laser-cut cardboard for 
the wall sections which are designed to be four segments thick and pillars eight segments 
thick. Pritt is the recommended glue. 

I have to say that all went together well but a sharp scalpel is recommended for clean lines 
when cutting out the paper overlays. Full instructions are provided and help you make the 
most of the model. I think you will agree the effect is remarkable, all fr0m paper and card! 

I had also bought a low relief warehouse stricture that built up in layers. This will be in Dillon 
behind the scrap yard. Wall kit £7.49 for 60 ins of wall plus gates; £7.99 for warehouse unit. I 
can not recommend these kits highly enough -  I have a whole lot more smaller detail packs 
and railings and gates to use somewhere…...go take a good look. See them at major exhibi-
tions like the Ally Pally and NEC. 

 

 

https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/oo-scale-9-c.asp
https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/oo-scale-9-c.asp
https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/n-scale-38-c.asp
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THAMESIDERS SUB-DIVISION OFFICERS AND CONTACTS 

The Management Committee 

Chairman  David Ammon davea200@yahoo.co.uk 07944518033 

Treasurer Paul Evans paul@colchestermrc.org 01376 570156 

Secretary Dean Halls deanobeano57@googlemail.com 07941 088450 

Representative Paul  Purnell pmjandlrr@talktalk.net  01284 763701 

Publicity Vacant     

Other Officers/Volunteers 

Website  Martin Gibson mng@deskdata.co.uk 07976 375258  

Ditchlight Editor  Mike Arnold tunnelmotor@tiscali.co.uk 01892 459967 

  

 
october 2021 

NMRA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 

Varying discounts and offers are available to NMRA 

members on production of their current membership 

card from the following suppliers: 

• 10-20% off at Malc’s Models (Ilkeston, Derby-
shire) 

• 10% off at Plus Daughters (Basildon – N scale 
specialists) 

• 10% off at Grainge & Hodder (laser-cut base-
board kits) with code nmrabr 19 

• 15% off Lenz Digital Plus at A&H Models 
(Brackley, Northants) 

Please note not all the above supply USA/Canadian 
models.  

The following do not offer any discounts but the fol-
lowing stock North American models: Invicta Models at 
Sidcup, Kent, and Kent Garden Railways at St Mary 
Cray, Orpington, Kent. Model Junction is trading from 
home now and will remain open for business until at 
least 31 December 2021.  
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YOUTUBE VIDEO SUGGESTIONS (For those dark nights!) 

 
october 2021 

Above left: CP Rail’s Newport & Lyndonville Sub-division, VT in June 1980: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAKTpQsY0M 

Sammy Carlile’s ATSF Hereford Sub Ops Session 2018: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=7IJCH8pF3xY&t=1215s 

Left: Rock Island Lines by RIModeler79, an Overview and Update: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dnly6s5rbbM 

Each layout has links to further videos of similar taste. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAKTpQsY0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAKTpQsY0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IJCH8pF3xY&t=1215s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IJCH8pF3xY&t=1215s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dnly6s5rbbM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dnly6s5rbbM
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Since last time, which does not seem that long ago, we have both recovered as best we can 
from our brush with COVID. When I wrote last time we were still in self-quarantine (and self-
pity). I will not lie, it was not fun. I still have the pesky cough but I am getting g stronger 
again each day. Work on my new layout has not progressed as far as it might have done but 
progress there is. Suffice it to say, for fear of spoiling any serialisation of the story, that the 
baseboard kits have been assembled despite the extremely poor instructions, cork tiles ob-
tained and stuck on the board surface and legs constructed. It is part assembled in the gar-
age as I type with track loose laid….. 

I am still hunting down good photos of the area in the period 1955-64 and the internet keeps 
yielding a harvest. And I also have a goodly collection of books to browse through looking for 
more facts and ideas. It is all a great journey that I am beginning to share with you. This is a 
journey that, despite the great Chinese philosopher’s statement that each journey starts 
with the smallest step, was in fact a very long drawn out step, as you will read above. 

It is strange how passions do get to us - it is why we choose to model a particular railroad or 
time. It would be interesting to hear how you all decided to model what you do. Why N 
scale? Why UP (yes, indeed b=why UP?)? Why Canadian? In most cases we model trains 
from a time we remember. My first train experience I can remember I was about 3. I can 
remember going by train to Bournemouth in 1959 when I was 7 from Surbiton; I remember 
returning from Peterborough in the late 1950s behind A4 Silver Fox and then seeing  Elders 
Fyffes at Waterloo before catching our EMU to Teddington. Names stuck, not numbers. The 
experience of the Cornish Riviera Express in 1958 is recorded elsewhere. My real earliest 
memory is watching electric trains at Strawberry Hill depot when my mum took me in my 
push chair and I must have been just under 3. Then there was the daily goods train through 
Teddington from Feltham….. Just a scrambler really.  

It is funny how certain things stand out in your memory like my dad giving my mother kittens 
when he got off the train at Southampton Central to get a cup of tea from the buffet (no 
facilities on the train - must have been a stopper as we got on at Surbiton) and came back 
on, drank the tea then left the empty cup on the platform edge from an open door as the 
train was leaving. And then he burnt my hand with ahis cigarette (by accident) when waiting 
to leave Bournemouth West on the journey back. Yes Bournemouth was a popular destina-
tion it seems - little did I know that summer in 1959 my dad was job hunting and my parents 
put a deposit down on a new bungalow being built. 

The train fanatic was created - clockwork O gauge Hornby to Lonestar OOO gauge push along 
(remember that?) to Tri-ang TT all in the space of a few years. Trainspotting started in 1963 
and finished in 1968 with the end of steam. I recall spending two weeks on a school ex-
change in France when Oliver Cromwell dropped its fire for the last time in BR ownership. I 
was pining for home. 

Stories of a strategic reserve kept hopes alive that our beloved steam locomotives would live 

on but of course we had Dai Woodham to secure history for us. 

I did go to Barry a few times over the years - very sad and tragic but it kept the images alive. 
As with all the other aspects of the hobby, memories stand out, like one driving wheel on 
King class 4-6-0 6023 had the tire removed as it had rusted to the rails and they needed to 
move it. Drastic but effective. If you read the books on Barry you will realise that few locos 
were actually cut up but there were some notable ones as they only remnants of the class 
for example 3170 the last survivor of the 3150 class 2-6-2 tanks built by Churchward in 1907, 
three 54XX pannier tanks and diesel-hydraulics D600 and D601 (I have a Kernow model of 
this loco) and NBL Class 21 D6122.  There is perhaps something quite macabre about an in-
terest in railway scrapyards or where locomotives ended their days, destined to be a washing 
machine or some other electrical good. One of my early visits to Eastleigh Works revealed 
the wheels of the first Bulleid pacific withdrawn 34043 Combe Martin, cut up within five 
months of being withdrawn. A veritable boneyard… 

Just as well model trains do not go the same way - they just get re-cycled to new owners or 
used as spares (but that is close to a boneyard - you should see some drawers in my cabin!!). 
Talking of model train recycling we have our Christmas Social and AGM in little over a  month 
now. Remember to look out all those things you no longer need and bring them along. We all 
love  a bargain and usually cannot resist. And that leads nicely into more temptation - good-
ies on offer at the Convention in Derby this year. That is getting really close now. As I type 
this it will be winding down in three weeks time after breakfast on the Sunday. The usual 
traders will be there along with bring & buy and no doubt some poor soul’s estate sale. Ano-
rak’s Anonymous will offer many temptations of models that you perhaps missed when first 
released or in the colours of some remote class II or II railroad or short line. Mech Models 
will have all the latest releases; Keith Orchard will have some brass for sale along with other 
bits and pieces.  

Detail parts are something that will be in short supply at retail level now in the UK. I rely on 
trips to the USA to pick them up in hobby stores there. I still have a very healthy stock and do 
from time to time help out other model-
lers who are in need of certain part. If you 
need something ure=gently give me a call 
as I might be able to help out. 

Mike Arnold 
3 October 2021 

Photo: Ex-LMS brake van on goods train being 
gravity shunted back into Boscarne Junction 
past Dunmere Junction 1967 (Roger Winnen) 

FROM THE CABOOSE - Mike Arnold 
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NEXT TWO MEETS  
october 2021 

© 2021Thamesiders Model Railroad Group.  The Ditchlight  is the title name of the group’s periodi-
cal newsletter to members.  Nothing contained herein shall be copied, duplicated or otherwise sold 
without the express permission of the Management, Tunnelmotor Press (the publisher) or the rele-
vant author, if named. The views expressed herein are those of the relevant author and do not nec-
essarily accord with any official views of the NMRA.  

 

 

MONTHLY MEET AT ST. OSYTH VILLAGE HALL, CLACTON ROAD,  

CO16 8PE 

CHRISTMAS SOCIAL, THE OLD SCGHOOL ROOM, SHALFORD 

ROAD, RAYNE ESSEX CM77 6BS 

Take the A133 towards Clacton (past the Frating turnoff) until reaching the St Johns 
roundabout where the fire station is. Take the B1027 St Johns road exit towards St 
Osyth. After a few miles just after the Pump Hill BP filling station take the left turn 
towards St Osyth and the village hall is a little way along on the left set back from the 
road. Follow the one-way system around the hall and park in one of the marked bays 
at the front. You will come in from the right on the map on B1027 - Clacton Road is 
the yellow road running off the B1027 in a WSW  direction. The Hall is circled. 

Shalford Road is top left on the map. Chris Coombes will provide better particulars closer 

to the time, along with a formal AGM notification and agenda. 


